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Abstract

It is fundamentally important to maintain the local places’ identity, character, and trajectory of evolution in order to create a sustainable process of urbanization.

This study introduces a quantitative inventory of urban spaces in Cairo, in the early 19th century, extracted from historic maps and indexes. Urban spaces are classified in terms of geometric typology (linear and central), geometric regularity of their footprints, sizes and geographical distribution.

The extracted information highlighted the quantitative domination of linear spaces and of irregularity in space footprint. It also showed a noticeable insignificant value of central spaces. However, the insignificant value of central spaces presented spatial identity of power demonstration in historic Cairo; irregularity and linearity presented sociocultural and economic identities.

1. Introduction

Oktay (2001) emphasized the importance of creating a sustainable urbanization process, and one way to achieve this is through maintaining the unique identity, character, and evolution of local places. Identity is an important issue ‘because it involves the self-identity has consequences for cognition, affect, and behaviour’ (Devine-Wright & Clayton, 2010, p. 267). Place identity could exist at different scales, like in a home, a city, or a country. Moreover, it could include other categories, like outdoor spaces (Bonaiuto & Alves 2012). Place identity could also be seen as a component of personal and social identity. Thus, through interaction with places, people describe themselves in terms of the belonging to a specific place (Hernandez et al. 2007). Empirical studies showed a significant and positive correlation between place identity and neighborhood satisfaction. …[Such] correlation was also found between place identity and perception of the quality of one’s own neighborhood’ (Bernardo & Palma-Oliveira 2016, p. 247). It is proven that ‘autobiographical memory in relation to place, … facilitates attachment, or perceptions of an environment as a “place of mine”, rather than simply a place recognized through general knowledge’ (Ratcliffe & Korpela 2016, p. 120).

2. Urban spaces and geometry:

Moughtin & Mertens (2006) considered urban spaces and buildings to be the cardinal elements creating the city identity. While ‘urban open space is a term used to define regions of “vacant lots,” “natural landscapes” and “public green spaces” in cities’ (Kim 2011, p. 2), urban spaces require physical elements to be defined (Krier 2005) and aesthetic values to be recognized (Sitte 1909). Space is a three-dimensional element that should be described in terms of width, length, and height. In spite of the argument that space is ‘not just the “physical structure”’ (Fuchs 2011, p. 25), the fact that physical structure is its primary generating parameter remains valid, for the quality of
the space-vertical-surrounding elements and its footprint are the ‘defining physical structure’ of creating an urban space (Städtbauliches Institut, 1972). Meanwhile, the mere physical existence of a central space, for example, does not guarantee its use as a public square. Since there is no guarantee ‘that the microclimatic conditions would be favourable, the people would be comfortable interacting with it’ (Giddings et al. 2011, p. 205) and no guarantee it will be considered as an effective urban space in terms of sociocultural activities and aesthetics conditions. Sitte (1909), considered the minimum dimension of a ‘Platz’ to roughly be equal to the height of its vertical defining elements, and while he presented the largest public place in ancient cities to measure: 58X143m, Moughtin & Mertens (2006, p. 101) considered the upper limit of a public place dimension to be 135m. Furthermore, the list of city squares (around the world) by size published by Wikipedia (n.d.), presented the Tallinn city square, Estonia to be the smallest and measuring: 75X75m.

Urban spaces are classified according to different perspectives, such as accessibility (Nardo 2009, p. 24), form and function (Lynch 1972), geometry (Saad 1994), contextual location (Alhusban 2012) and typology (Krier 2005). Whereas Kirjakka (2010) remarked that open places could be categorized according to their function, Zuker (1959) considered function-based categorization as a seldom relevant in morphological research because it does not automatically produce a spatial form. Sitte’s (1909) classification of urban spaces is categorized into two types, street, and square, greatly inspired Krier (2005), Moughtin & Mertens (2006). While Nardo (2009) and Alhusban (2012), for example, neglected street space in their classifications, Soto (2012, p. 10) considered street space to embody ‘movement, access, and public life, for liveable streets enhance the quality of life’. Meanwhile, Krier (2005) suggested that the primary difference between each type of urban space is basically geometric and the common distinctive factor in Zuker (1959) classification could also be regarded as a geometric one too. Whyte (1980) empirically proved that geometry is a major element in determining space quality, and Key (2012, p. 8) argued that space physical delimitations, footprint, and type: ‘linear or central –all these factors tell us what kind of activities these spaces afford’. According the premise that ‘specific forms of built environment afford specific forms of sensory experience’ (Degen & Rose 2012, p. 3283), Faye & Le Fur (2012, pp. 3086–3090) discussed a set of variables generating the symbolic dimensions of a square space, which include its size and form. Such arguments imply that activity can be a final product of space geometry. As for the European urbanization, ‘squares are the most representative of the values of the societies that created them’ (Giddings et al. 2011, p. 203), Saad (2000b) proved that local non-physical determinants in historic Cairo, have driven the Friday mosque’s inner courtyard to play a role similar to that of European Public Square by offering opportunities for sociocultural activities to take place. The notion that the square shape is inherently static and non-directional (Wagner 1981; Ching 2007) can be seen as a motivation for considering public squares more suitable for static activities and streets more suitable for dynamic ones (McCulskey 1992; Frederick 2007). Meanwhile, El-Husseiny’s observational study on historic Cairo streets proved that they accommodate both dynamic and static activities. Although the mosques’ courts ‘are not the only static spaces in the urban fabric, they would be categorized as the top of spacious stasis in the organism. Because of their uniform squaring shape, wall stones, and tight enclosure. Silence, birds’ voices and planting may lead stasis to perfection’ (El-Husseiny & El-Husseiny 2012, p. 689).

Different terms are interchangeably used to describe streets and squares according to aesthetic treatments and cultural values. Accordingly, to avoid any confusion in using different descriptions and simultaneously generalize the terms used, this study adopts a geometric approach. The length-to-width proportion of a ‘street’ should exceed 3:1 (Saad 1994), and because of the geometric proportions of its footprint, ‘street’ will be considered as a ‘linear urban space’ (hereinafter, LS). On the other hand, footprints of urban spaces varying between 1:1 and 1:2 (Städtbauliches Institut, 1972) will be classified as ‘central urban spaces’ (i.e. the Public Square will be considered geometrically as ‘central spaces’ (hereinafter, CS)).

3. Inventory method and process:

Ding & Ziyu (2010) suggested moving the researchers’ knowledge toward the operational level by quantitatively analysing urban forms. Moreover, Krier (2005) geometric classification was criticized by Murthy (2010, p. 5) as being ‘oriented towards an experiential account rather than a descriptive one’. Hence this study produces a descriptive and quantitative inventory of urban spaces in terms of space typology, geometric quality, size and geographical distribution, such inventory should help in identifying some aspects of the spatial identity of historic Cairo.

The author argues that urban spaces in contemporary Cairo have lost their genuine local identity. Koch & Latham (2013, p. 13) discussed the notion presented by Zukin (2010), considering historic spaces to be ‘wild’ compared with the ‘tamed’ contemporary spaces. They concluded that this may be due to the ‘natural order [created by the] collective negotiation of multiple claims’. Fuchs (2011, p. 25) questions how ‘people construct their urban environment, both cognitively and physically’, which can be answered by studying historic unplanned cities, since they should contain more ‘wild’ than ‘tamed’ spaces. In order to study ‘wild’ spaces rather than ‘tamed’, this study targeted the historic urban fabric. Cairo before the beginning of the 19th century is considered to be an informal
Historic Cairo could be considered in terms of two urban spheres: public and private. The first of which, containing roads network (in the total length of 36,620 m), is divided into the following: the city centre major arterial road (El-Aazam Street), three other major arterial roads (1, 2 and 3) and the network of minor arterial roads (see Fig. 1). Cairo city centre occupied the central major arterial road; however, the sub-centres created several major and minor arterial roads (Raymond 2002). The private sphere, on the other hand, represented the residential areas of the city, which took the form of closed introverted urban entities (Saad & Eysa 2004). The roads within the residential areas produced a network comprising 128,170 m. It should be noted that, in this study, the distinction between public and private emphasizes territorialities, rather than ownership.

This study adopted the following steps during the inventory process:

1. Every urban space on the Cairo map, 1:5000 (known and henceforth: the ‘Napoleon map’) (Egyptian Authority for Surveying 1910), was isolated and identified in terms of its typology: linear or central (see Fig. 2 presents examples for Linear and central spaces in historic Cairo).

2. Isolated urban spaces were categorized according to the research objectives and their geographical distribution within the city public and private spheres.

3. Urban spaces in each group and subgroup were counted to create a quantitative inventory.

**4. Results and discussion:**

The inventory of the Napoleon map (Egyptian Authority for Surveying 1910) produced a total of 3922 urban spaces. In term of space typology, 3377 are labeled as linear, and 545 are labeled as central spaces. LSs accounted for 86% of the total urban spaces in historic Cairo; the percentage increased to 91% within the private sphere and dropped to 74% within the public sphere. Where 28% (out of 545) CSs exist in the public sphere, 72% exist in the private sphere. Such results should be seen in the light of the total length of each sphere road network (36,620 m and 128,170 respectively). In terms of the spatial quality, 92% of all urban spaces demonstrated geometric irregularity of footprints on the global (Macro) level. Where 94% of LSs and 91% of CSs presented irregularity, on the global level, this percentage dropped to 81% and 88% within the public sphere and increased to 96% and 93% for LSs and CSs respectively within the private sphere.

Concerning sizes and distribution, the biggest open area in historic Cairo is located in the city citadel area, an open area coded in this study as 7/1/1, measuring approximately 81,200 m² (see Fig. 3). This area is the most regular urban open area in historic Cairo, and its regularity degree and size successfully competes against Friday mosques’ inner courtyards. Although this inventory proved the quantitative domination of geometric irregularity among urban spaces in historic Cairo, open area 7/1/1 is in total contrast with such phenomenon. Furthermore, open area 7/1/1 presents a very low degree of enclosur which hinders it from being physically considered as an urban space.

CSs in historic Cairo were classified into four main size groups: very small (≤39 m²), small (40 - 300 m²), medium (400 - 2000 m²) and big-size (≥4000 m²) spaces. The investigation of the Napoleon map provided the following findings: 77.5% out of 545 were found to be very small, 19.5% small, 11 medium spaces, and five big CSs. Both medium and big spaces presented 3% only of all CSs in historic Cairo (see Fig. 4 for an example of a relative scale comparison). The smallest CS in historic Cairo measured approximately 15m², CS 9/1/1 represents the biggest footprint of a real CS in terms of its physical structure, measuring around 22,400 m² and located between the biggest two monuments in Cairo: the Sultan Hassan mosque and Cairo citadel (see Fig. 3). Spatial cluster 8/1/1 presented four big CSs with areas varying between 4,400 m² and 7,475m² (the biggest space dimension of approximately 115X65m), and three medium CSs measuring between 500m² and 1,125m².

Furthermore, the investigation revealed a CS-size-function-geographic relationship: 94.5% of very small CSs existed within the city private sphere (in a scattered form), and 86.5% of small CSs were distributed within the public sphere, especially major commercial roads (in linear form). The city major arterial roads occupied the first rank in the density level (density in this context reflects the number of CSs divided by the road length) of small CSs in linear distribution and city-citadel-area, six out of eleven medium CSs and all big CSs (in a centralized form). The citadel area presented the biggest urban open area (7/1/1), the biggest CS (9/1/1) and the biggest spatial cluster (8/1/1).

From all central spaces found in historic Cairo only 16 CSs (3%) presenting potential identity of Public Squares pertaining the size, geometry, and geographic distribution. Such potentiality must be further investigated since their mere physical existence does not guarantee their use (Francis et al. 2012, p. 402). Small and very small CSs on the other hand, is not appropriate in terms of size to function as Public Squares (since their dimension is too
small to afford sociocultural activities). Meanwhile, the spatial identity of historic Cairo could be discussed (in the light of this study objectives) in two major aspects: spatial unity/diversity and visual clarity/orientation.

**Unity and diversity of urban spaces in historic Cairo:**

This study results reinforced the argument that historic Cairo followed a ‘Darwinist’ rule of evolution to create such typological and spatial identity, through which certain types of urban spaces prevailed, and others became recessive. Generally, diversity might reflect one of two possible meanings; it either reflects urban disorder or it reflects intention. If randomness is the case, the quantitative inventory must imply randomness. In fact, it implies domination of certain spatial characters and recession of others. While dominant spatial elements create visual unity, recessive elements create the visual diversity. Such diversity is presented in its strongest form in the citadel area. Hakim (2001) argued that there are two types of rules-operating simultaneously-contributing ‘to the phenomenon of the diversity of settlements within specific sub-regions of the Islamic world. Yet, it is unified by the general concepts and attitudes that all regions shared’. For a deeper understanding of the impact of such diversity in urban spaces on the spatial identity of historic Cairo, the issues of visual clarity and orientation should be addressed.

Visual clarity and orientation in historic Cairo: Geometric irregularity was (and still is) a ground for many misconception and historic Cairo is no exception. Cruceri (2011, p. 96) argued that the spatial configuration is regarded as ‘providing clarity of the spatial layout, orientation, and accessibility’; thus, simple shapes of space footprint and geometric regularity create a clear visual orientation which promotes accessibility since it can decrease ‘negative feelings of stress and anxiety’ (Alhusban 2012, p. 39). Though providing visual clarity or confusion in the urban orientation are two symbolic meanings, we should consider emphasizing on clarity not only as culturally understandable but also as insufficient for the design parameter.

The public sphere in historic Cairo demonstrated a clearer visual orientation due to the domination of LS, higher degree of geometric regularity and higher density of CSs. Furthermore, the city centre major arterial road, as the city civic centre, presented the highest degree of geometric regularity and the highest density in CSs. Thus in the public sphere, the city presented a clearest degree of visual orientation to promote accessibility. On the other hand, historic Cairo’s private sphere, in which social life is highly valued, strangers are not welcomed by the domination of irregular LSs. The highest degree of geometric irregularity and the low density in CSs resulted in creating a visual confusion and disorientation to complicate its accessibility. Such visual confusion led to an intended increase in stress or anxiety among strangers accessing the residential private sphere.

But does such diversity in visual clarity, orientation and spatial quality between both Cairo public and private spheres contributed to placing identities by strengthening the social, cultural and/or the political symbolic quality of spaces in historic Cairo?

**Environmental and place identities in historic Cairo:**

The city is a powerful source of expressive symbols and signs, ‘People know their location in space and differentiate themselves from others through a… reading of the elements that make up places’ (Nojima 2000, p. 2/59). Different scales of governance networks create a diversity of identities such as ‘environmental identity’ and ‘place identity’ (Pflieger & Rozenblat, 2010, p. 2725). However, since the two types of rule systems presented by Hakim (2001, p. 89) are ‘proscriptive, [they have] the liberty to generate solutions to specific local problems in response to the site and the conditions around it’.

The clear diversity in space typology and spatial quality -between the public and private spheres- contribute to creating different identities for each sphere. On the global level, a certain degree of visual unity is established through the general impression of geometric irregularity and the domination of LSs over CSs and the intention for adapting small and very small CSs for creating an urban intimacy. The citadel area presents a clear spatial contrast to its public sphere context with its vast open space, the concentration of medium and big CSs and their spatial quality. On the global level, three different spatial identities could be crystalized. The first local identity is presented within the public sphere. The public sphere demonstrates a tendency for creating more regular spaces and introducing small CSs along its major arterial roads. The citadel area presents the second spatial local identity by adapting the most regular spaces, the biggest regular open area in the city and the concentration of most of the medium and all big CSs in the city. Such spatial form created a very strong visual celebrative and/or monumental identity. Al-Maqrizi (1441) and Raymond (2002) gave historical evidence that the citadel area (during the Mamluk (1250–1517) and Ottoman (1517–1798) eras) exhibited a residential area for the ruling military-political elites and their related urban services. Thus, this area was strongly influenced by the political and military powers resulting in creating regular and monumental spaces (Kostof 1991, p. 230). Such concentration of CSs could be comprehended within the military-elites power demonstration of ‘governing network level’ (Pflieger & Rozenblat, 2010, p. 2725). The highest degree of geometric irregularity, the quantitative domination of LSs, and the existence of very small central spaces presented the third local identity for historic Cairo private sphere. The high degree of
visual disorientation in the private sphere, which is produced from its spatial characters, may be regarded as an added value to its place identity, associated with the concept of affordance inviting or demanding self-identification with the place. Where ‘individuals who strongly identify themselves with a particular place may take action on behalf of that place, either to try to remedy problems that already exist there or to prevent forms of negatively interpreted change from occurring’ (Devine-Wright & Clayton, 2010, p. 269). Thus, due to the high social control practised by its residents, it is unsurprising that residential areas in historic Cairo enjoyed a high degree of safety and security (Raymond 2002).

**Conclusion:** Mills (2012, p. 379) considered the examination of space to be ‘broader than an effort to map the physical landscape’. This inventory has presented neither random nor homogeneous distributions for its findings. While a random distribution for space typology and/or quality might indicate randomness in their creation, homogenous distribution can reflect the non-existence of any favourite spatial elements and quality in historic Cairo. The study quantitative results showed a clear bulking in favour of certain spatial elements and quality as well as very small volumetric existence for others. The quantitative domination of LSs (86%-91%) and the domination of irregularity in the geometric form (90%-96%) have created clear bulking existences.

The unity of historic Cairo’s spatial identity could be described within the following parameters: the quantitative domination of LSs, the geometric irregularity of space footprints, and the quantitative recession in CSs. Its place identity was presented by its spatial diversity in terms of footprint shapes and geometric irregularity. In terms of sizes, the medium and big urban spaces, as well as vast open spaces, demonstrated a very recessive phenomenon which could draw to a political and military visual celebrity impact of the elite classes.

Diversity is produced by creating three different place identities for the public and private spheres as well as the citadel area, which can be seen as a clear and conscious intension.

On the local levels, the public sphere showed following spatial characterises: the highest degree of quantitative domination of LSs, the average level of geometric irregularity in space footprint and a strong recession in CSs. The city centre major arterial road (El-Aazam Street) revealed the quantitative domination of LSs, a higher density in CSs and the highest degree of geometric regularity in space footprint (relatively to the public sphere itself). The public sphere revealed the highest degree of accessibility and the clearest visual orientation. On the other hand, the private sphere identity can be characterized by a very high quantitative domination of LSs (91%), very clear domination of geometric irregularity (96%) and a very low density in CSs among which very small CSs quantitatively prevailed. The private sphere revealed the highest degree of visual disorientation or confusion.

This inventory proved the existence of central spaces in historic Cairo, in terms of geometry and physical structure, but their marginal existence in the city proves their insignificant value in the daily life of the city residents. Furthermore, the facts that CSs presented a very recessive phenomenon among which very small CSs were dominant, and 72% of which existed in the private sphere of historic Cairo, leave a very marginal volume of CSs (3%) to be potentially considered as Public Squares in terms of geometry. With accordance to the aforementioned observation, public Squares cannot be recommended to be adapted as a typical spatial identity for Cairo. Further studies should be conducted in order to check the real urban value of those central spaces. Their geometric shape and size, their visual and aesthetic values, and their urban functions should be investigated in order to identify them as public squares or traffic nodes.
Fig. 1. The City major arterial roads, on the Napoleon map, the author.

Fig. 2. Typology of urban spaces in historic Cairo: Linear and central spaces, examples

Fig. 3. Cairo Citadel area, a concentration of central urban spaces', the Napoleon map

Fig. 4. A relative scale comparison between different sizes of central urban spaces; big, medium, small, and very small spaces, and the biggest open area in historic Cairo coded as 7/1/1
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